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Abstract. Recently, we introduced a space [Hf¡(A);B] which consists of Ba-

nach space-valued distributions for which the Hankel transformation is an au-

tomorphism (The Hankel transformation of a Banach space-valued generalized

function, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 119(1993), 153-163). One of the corner-
stones in distribution theory is the kernel theorem of Schwartz which charac-

terizes continuous bilinear functionals as kernel operators. The object of this

paper is to prove a kernel theorem which states that for an arbitrary element

of [Hf, x A ; B], it can be uniquely represented by an element of [H^A) ; B]

and hence of [H^ ; [A ; B]]. This is motivated by a generalization of Zemanian

(Realizability theory for continuous linear systems, Academic Press, New York,

1972) for the product space Dgn x V where F is a Fréchet space. His work

is based on the facts that the space D$n is an inductive limit space and the

convolution product is well defined in Dr . This is not possible here since the

space Hn(A) is not an inductive limit space. Furthermore, D(A) is not dense

in Hf,(A). To overcome this, it is necessary to apply some results from our

aforementioned paper. We close this paper with some applications to integral

transformations by a suitable choice of A .

1. Introduction

In 1957, L. Schwartz showed that every bilinear continuous functional

fi(cp, y/) on the space D(Clx) x D(Cl2) may be represented by a linear con-
tinuous functional g on the space D(Clx x Q2), i.e.,

f(<P,V) = g(<P*V)   for tp £ D(Clx ),   y/ £ D(Cl2)

where (tp x y/)(xx, x2) = <p(xx) • y/(x2) for x¡ £ Cl¡, i = 1,2.

Zemanian extended the theorem to a more general type of product space

Dpn x V. Let V be the strict inductive limit of a sequence {i>;}>i °f Fréchet

spaces, and let {Kj}^ be a sequence of compact intervals in R" such that

Kj c int(A:7+i) for every ; and (JKj = Rn . We let H = DR*(V) denote the
linear space of all smooth F-valued functions on R" having compact supports.

We now let Hj = Dk¡(vj) be the linear space of all h £ H such that h(Rn) c Vj

and supp/î C Kj. Thus Hj c Hj+X for every ; , and H = (J^j Hj.
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Zemanian proved the kernel theorem as follows.

Theorem 1.1. Corresponding to every separately continuous bilinear mapping f

of DRn x V into B there exists one and only one g £[H; B] such that

(1) f(9,y/) = g(9V)

for all cp £ DRn and ip £ V. B is a Banach space and [H ; B] is the linear

space of all continuous linear mappings of H into B.

In this paper, we consider a new product space Hßx A, where HM is Zema-

nian's space for the Hankel transformation and A is a Banach space. Hß does

not have an inductive-limit topology. Moreover, D¡ c Hß , yet D¡ is not dense

in Hft. A is a special case of V. We will show that for each element / of
the space [Hß x A ; B], there is a unique element g of [Hß(A) ; B] such that

f(9, V) = g(9V)-
Our notation is similar to that used in [1, 2].   Given any two topological

vector spaces A and B, [A ; B] denotes the linear space of all continuous

linear mappings of A into B. The element of B assigned by f £ [A; B] to

cp £ A is denoted by (f, cp). The norm in any Banach space B is denoted by

|| • \\b . R and C are the real and complex number fields. / is the open interval

(0, oo). Other notation will be introduced as the need arises.

2. Main result

Following Zemanian, Hß(A) is defined as follows.

Definition 2.1. Let a: be a real variable restricted to /. For each real number

p, qt(x) £ Hß(A) iff it is defined on /, takes it value in A , is smooth, and for

each pair of nonnegative integers m and k

y'm k(9) = sup\\xm(x-xD)kx-^2(p(x)\\A
x€l

is finite. Hß(A) is a linear space. The topology of Hß(A) is that generated by
Ivfl       \°°
t'm,k>m,k=0 '

Definition 2.2. <p(x) £ D¡(A) iff tp is defined on /, takes its value in A, is

smooth, and for every cp there exists b £ I such that cp(x) = 0 for x £ [b, oo).

Let ßDI(A) = DI(A)f\Hß(A).

Let ßDj@A denote the linear space of all cp £ ßDj(A) having representation

of the form <p = J2^kak where 6k£ ßDj, ak £ A, and the summation is over

a finite number of terms.

The following result can be found in [3].

Theorem 2.1. The space ßDi © A is dense in Hß(A) for all p £ R.

The following two lemmas can be found in [2].

Lemma 2.1. Let V, W be locally convex spaces and V and P be generating

families of seminorms for the topologies of V and W, respectively. Let f be a

linear mapping of V into W. The following four assertions are equivalent.

(i)  f is continuous.

(ii)  / is continuous at the origin.
(iii) For every continuous seminorm p on W, there exists a continuous semi-

norm y on V such that p(f(6)) < y(d) for all d £ V .
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(iv) For every p £ P, there exist a constant M > 0 and a finite collection

Í7i, 72, •■• , 7m} CT sucA ito

/>(/(0)) < M max yfc(0)   /or all 6 £ V.
X<k<m

Lemma 2.2. Let W be a locally convex space, and let Y be a generating family

of seminorms for the topology of W. Let Vx and V2 be Fréchet spaces. Let px
and p2 be dense linear subspaces of Vx and V2, respectively. Supply VxxV2

with the product topology and pxx p2 with the induced topology. Assume that

f is a continuous sesquilinear mapping of px x p2 into W. The continuity
property is equivalent to the condition that, given any p £T, there is a constant

M > 0 and two continuous seminorms yx and y2 on Vx and V2, respectively,

for which

(2) p[f{<Px,<P2)]<Myx(tpx)y2(tp2),        <px £ px, <p2 £ p2.

We can conclude that there exists a unique continuous sesquilinear mapping g

of VxxV2 into W such that g(<px, <p2) = fi(cpx, cp2) for all cpi £ p¡. Moreover,

(2) holds again for f replaced by g and for all tpx £ Vx and <p2£ V2.

In particular, Lemma 2.2 still works for bilinear /.

Our main result is stated as follows.

Theorem 2.2. Corresponding to every continuous bilinear mapping f of HßxA

into B, i.e., f £ [Hß x A ; B], there exists one and only one g £ [Hß(A) ; B]

such that

(3) f{<P,V) = g{<PV)

for all tp £ Hß and \p £ A.

Proof. First of all, let us consider the converse. Since g is linear, by (3), / is

bilinear. Let cpn-+ <p in Hß and y/„ -> y/ in A. Then

7m k(<PnVn - VW) = SUP ̂ (X^Dfx-l1-1!2^^ - Cpyj)\\A
xei

< SUppC^Oc-'D^JC-"-'/2^! • \\ipn - ip\\
xei

+ sup\xm(x-xD)kx-ß-l/2(<pn - <p)\ ■ \\y/\\A ̂ 0   asn^oo
xei

for supxe/ \xm(x~xD)kx~p~xl2fn\ is bounded by a constant which does not

depend on n.
Since g is continuous on Hß(A), it follows that / is continuous on HßxA.

Let / be given as in Theorem 2.2. For cp £ ßDj © A , we define

r r

g(<P)àY,f(ei<>akî   for <p = Y,Skak.
k=X k=X

To justify this definition, we have to show that the right-hand side does
not depend on the choice of the representation for <p. Let tp = £*=1 h¡b¡

where h¡ £ MD¡, b¡ £ A, be another representation. Now, we find / linearly

independent elements ex, e2, ... , e¡ £ A such that, for each k and /,

/ /

ak = Yl akjeJ >        b>' = Yl hei
j=x j=x
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where ak , /?;j e C. Upon substituting these sums into the two representations

of cp and invoking the linear independence of e¡, we obtain

¿0*a,, = ¿Mó.
7c=l 7=1

Hence,

¿/(0*,^) = £/U,£a^
k=X k=X       \ j=X

= Yf[Yakjdk^J
j=X       \k=X

= £/(*/,*/)

¡=i

Furthermore, g is linear. Indeed, let <px, <p2 £ ßDj 0 A such that cpx =

ELi ekak , <P2 = E/=i htbi. Then tpx + <p2 = ££?, 6'ka'k , where 6'k = 9k ,
a'k= ak for 1 < k < r and 0'r+i = h¡, a'r+i = b¡ for 1 < i < s. Hence,

r+s r r+s

¿?(Pi + P2)=£/(0¿,<) = £/(0¿,<4)+ £ m>"'k)
k=X k=X k=r+X

= g(<Px) + g(92).

Obviously g(atp) = ag(cp) for a £ C .
Now we wish to show that g is uniformly continuous on ßDj © A. Indeed,

for arbitrary e > 0, as long asç>y (cp £ ßDj, y/ £ A) belongs to the balloon

{f>'- ym,k(f>) < F' m = 0,1, ... , m0, k = 0, 1, ... ,ko}, then there exist

M > 0 and positive integers m0 , ko such that

\\g(9V)\\B < \\f(9 > V)\\b < My^iko(<p)\\w\\A < *•

This follows from Lemma 2.2. Thus g is uniformly continuous at the origin.

By Lemma 2.1 (iii), g is uniformly continuous on ßDj 0 A . Since ßDj © A is

dense in Hß(A), we can extend g to Hß(A) uniquely.

For arbitrary cp £ Hß , Theorem 2.1 enables us to construct cpn £ ßDj, such

that cpn ̂ > tp in Hß. Therefore, from g((p„w) = f(Vn , W) » ¥ G A , and letting

n —* œ we get g((py) = f(cp, y/). Such a g is unique. This completes the

proof.   D

We invoke the following theorem (see [3]) to establish the kernel theorem.

Theorem 2.3. There is a bijection from [Hß(A) ; B] onto [Hß ; [A ; B]] defined

by (g, d)a = (f, 6a) where a £ A, 6 £ Hß, g £ [Hß ; [A ; B]], and fi £

[Hß(A);B].

Theorem 2.4 (Kernel Theorem). Corresponding to every continuous bilinear

mapping f of Hßx A into B, i.e., f £ [Hß x A; B], there exists one and

only one g £ [Hß; [A; B]] such that f(cp, y/) = (g, (p)y where <p £ Hß and

yi £ A.

= Í2Í2<*kAek>ej)
fe=l 7 = 1

7=1 V J=X
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3. Some applications of the kernel theorem

We always take B = C in the following examples.

Example 1 (Laplace transformation). We choose A = 17(0, oo) in Theorem

2.4. Since [17(0, oo); C] = Lq(0, oo) (p, q are conjugate numbers), by ap-

plying the kernel theorem, we know that for arbitrary / £ [Hß x LP ; C], there

exists a unique g £ [Hß ; Lq\ such that fi(cp, yi) = (g, tp)yi where cp £ Hß,

yi £U .
Define a family of functions gs (s £ I) on Hß by (gs, tp) = <p(y/sx), x £ I ;

then gs £ [Hß ; Lq]. In fact,

f°° f°° 2u
/    \cp(^fsx)\q dx = /    \<p(u)\"—du
Jo Jo s

< oo

since tp £ Hß. The topology of Hß is stronger than that of Lq . Hence the

assertion follows.

Therefore,
/•OO

f(<P ,v) = (g,9)V= /    <p(Vsx)y/(x) dx.
Jo

Set p = -j ; then cp = e~'2 £ H^Xj2, and

/•OO

fi(e~'1, y)= \    e~sxy/(x)dx
Jo

which is the Laplace transformation on LP .

Example 2. We take A = P in Theorem 2.4. By using the fact [lp ; C] = lq, it
follows that for / £ [Hß x lp ; C], there exists a unique g e [Hß ; /?] such that

fi{(p, V) = (g, <P)V

where cp £ Hß and y/ £ lp .
We define

(&,*) = {Pf (/)}£?   for se*.

Then gs e [//^ ; lq] since ç>(x) is a rapid decent function. And

oo

f(<P, !C) = E'W)'i
¡=i

where y/ = {yt}°Zx £ lp ■

Example 3 (Mellin transformation). Set

A = {y/ £ Cf° ; 3 polynomial Pv such that \xy/\ < Pv).

The norm is defined as

\\y/\\ = s\xo\e~xxy/(x)\.
xei

It is easily verified that A is a Banach space. We define

/•oo

(g, f)¥ = I    <p(x)y(x)dx
Jo

where yi £ A .
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In particular,   y/s = xs~x  £ A  for 5 > 0.   We get the following Mellin

transformation on Hß (p>-\)

/•OO

f(tp, y/s) = /    cp(x)xs~xdx
Jo

where 5 > 0.

Example 4 (Hankel transformation). Set

A = {y/(x) £ Cf° ;  y/ is bounded}.

The norm is defined as ||^|| = supx6/ |^(x)|.

It follows that A is a Banach space. We define
/•OO

(g, 9)V= /    (p(x)y/(x)dx
Jo

where y/(x) £ A .
In particular,  y/y(x) = y/xyJß(xy) £ A for y > 0.  We have the Hankel

transformation
/•OO

f(cp, y/xyJß(xy)) = /    y>(x)y/xyJß(xy)dx.
Jo
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